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FRAME
90° - -15° 0° - 30° max 80 kg 480 - 650 mm

Multi-adjustable foot supports
Ball joints in foot plates allow for positioning and support for 
almost any ankle/foot placement

Manual leg abduction
Clinical evidence shows that regular standing in abduction 
can halt and even reverse hip migration in children with 
Cerebral palsy. Gazelle moves in an anatomically correct
motion to help seat the head of the femur into the 
acetabulum. You can adjust either one or both legs to the 
optimal angle

Tilt vertical-horizontal
The Gazelle PS tilts from vertical to 15° past horizon-
tal. This is an excellent position for respiratory therapy 
and postural drainage

Gazelle PS stands for Prone and 
Supine which means it can be used by 
children who need to be supported on 
their fronts or backs. It offers up to 30 
degrees of hip abduction in each leg. 
The Gazelle PS is available in 3 sizes.

PU

Compatible accessories
The Gazelle accessories are compatible with all sizes, and 
are easily fi tted and adjusted ont the Gazelle frame
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Head support system
88124-xx

Anat. head support 
88119-x

Mounting for head support
88130

Side supports, interior
88075-x

Facial aperture
88117-x

Side supports
88055-x

Accessories

Poppi, 6 years old
‘I like when everyone is happy’

Standing  | Gazelle PS
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Foldable
From the upright position the Gazelle PS is easily folded. 
By loosening only one screw, abducting the legs and by lifting 
it slightly, the Gazelle PS is folded for storage or transportation

Trunk support
88106-x

Tray with bowl
88113-x 

Side supports, exterior
88065-x

Tray
88108-0, 88108-1

Angling of lower leg
88165-x

Strap for side supports
88250-x
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